We propose a new platform of goodness-of-fit tests for copulas, based on empirical copula processes and nonparametric bootstrap counterparts. The standard Kolmogorov-Smirnov type test for copulas that takes the supremum of the empirical copula process indexed by orthants is extended by test statistics based on the empirical copula process indexed by families of L n disjoint boxes, with L n slowly tending to infinity. Although the underlying empirical process does not converge, the critical values of our new test statistics can be consistently estimated by nonparametric bootstrap techniques, under simple or composite null assumptions. We implemented a particular example of these tests and our simulations confirm that the power of the new procedure is oftentimes higher than the power of the standard Kolmogorov-Smirnov or the Cramér-von Mises tests for copulas.
Introduction
This paper introduces new powerful goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests for copulas in r0, 1s d , d ě 2, based on the empirical copula process Z n puq " ? npC n´C qpuq, u " pu 1 , . . . , u d q P r0,
given a sample of n independent random vectors X i " pX i1 , . . . , X id q P R d , i " 1, . . . , n, from a common distribution function H. Let C be the associated copula function, as given by Sklar's Theorem (Sklar, 1959) . Here C n is the usual empirical copula, as introduced by Deheuvels (1979) :
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denoting by H n the joint cdf of the sample pX 1 , . . . , X n q, F n,j the j-th empirical cdf associated to pX 1j , . . . , X nj q, j " 1, . . . , d, and Fń ,j its empirical quantile function, we have C n puq " H n pFń ,1 pu 1 q, . . . , Fń ,d pu dby definition, for every u " pu 1 , . . . , u d q P r0, 1s
d . The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test statistic for testing of the null hypothesis H 0 : C " C 0 is KS n " sup uPr0,1s d | ?
npC n´C0 qpuq|.
( 1.2)
The Cramér-von Mises statistic (CvM) is CM n " ż t ? npC n´C0 qpuqu 2 dC n puq.
( 1.3)
It is well-known, see, for instance, Fermanian et al. (2004) , that Z n and its bootstrap counterpart Zn, defined in (2.4) below, both converge weakly to the same tight Gaussian process in 8 pr0, 1s d q under the null hypothesis. Therefore, we can compute the α-upper points of KS n and CM n via the bootstrap. To the best of our knowledge, all the proposed GOF tests rely on simulation-based procedures to calculate their corresponding p-values, with the notable exception of the distribution-free test statistics of Fermanian (2005) . The latter idea has been further developed by Scaillet (2007) and Fermanian and Wegkamp (2012) . A parametric bootstrap has been proposed (Genest and Rémillard, 2008) to tackle composite null hypotheses, while Rémillard and Scaillet (2009) advocate the use of the multiplier central limit theorem to build an alternative bootstrap empirical copula process. Bücher and Dette (2010) give a survey and a comparison of various bootstrap methods.
The goal of this paper is to develop more powerful tests than the KS test (1.2) and CvM test (1.3) for simple and composite null hypotheses. The next section offers a class of such tests. For instance, in the case of a null simple hypothesis H 0 : C " C 0 , we propose the test that rejects H 0 for large values of the test statistic The supremum is taken over all disjoint boxes B 1 , . . . , B Ln Ă r0, 1s d of the form ś d j"1 pa j , b j s, using the convention
for any arbitrary point u P r0, 1s d and for all 0 ď a j ă b j ď 1, j " 1, . . . , d. Here, we have used the usual operators ∆ j defined for every function f bý ∆ j a,b f¯puq " f pu 1 , . . . , u j´1 , b, u j`1 , . . . , u d q´f pu 1 , . . . , u j´1 , a, u j`1 , . . . , u d q, for all u P r0, 1s d , and all real numbers a and b.
We will also consider the related statistics r T n " max B1,...,B Ln
|Z n pB i q| , (1.6) with the maximum taken over all disjoint rectangles B 1 , ..., B Ln of the form B " Π d j"1 pa j , b j s with a j , b j belonging to a grid tn´1 {d , 2n´1 {d , . . . , tn 1{d un´1 {d u. Asymptotically, r T n and T n are the same (since | r T n´Tn | " o p p1q by Lemma 9 and Proposition 10 in Section 5), but r T n is computationally much more tractable. Now, if L n " L for all n, the collection of boxes is sufficiently small that we can still appeal to the weak convergence of Z n and Zn in conjunction with the continuous mapping theorem, to obtain α-upper points of the test statistic T n via the bootstrap. Taking L n "`8 for all n, or equivalently, if we consider all families of disjoint boxes in r0, 1s d (possibly partitions), the statistic T n is equal to the total variation distance T V pZ n q of Z n . The resulting test is not statistically meaningful as T V pZ n q is maximal, to wit, T V pZ n q " n 1{2 Ñ`8. The problem is to find a rich collection that quickly detects departure from the null, but still yields a consistent test. The main novelty of our approach is the fact that we let L n , the number of boxes, slowly tend to 8 in that L n " plog nq γ , 0 ă γ ă 1. While in this case the process Z n no longer converges, Theorem 1 in Section 2 states that we can still consistently estimate the distribution of the process Z n by the bootstrap. We refer to our procedure as the Asymptotic Total Variation (ATV) test. The considered families of boxes are finer and finer, presumably improving the power of the test, while for each n large enough, we still have a consistent test in that we control the type 1 error. A key observation is that under the null hypothesis H 0 : C " C 0 , we have T n ď L n sup B |Z n pBq| " O p pL n q, while under the alternative H A : C " C 1 for some fixed C 1 ‰ C 0 , T n is much larger since the bias is at least of order Opn 1{2 q.
Theorem 1 extends the surprising result obtained by Radulović (2012) for empirical processes indexed by sums of indicator functions of VC-graph classes (see Theorem 13 in the appendix). We require very mild conditions on the copula function C. This is one of the few notable exceptions known to us in the literature where the bootstrap "works", that is, the conditional bootstrap distribution consistently estimates the distribution of the test statistic, while the distribution of the statistic itself does not converge. For other instances of this phenomenon, we refer to Bickel and Freedman (1983) and, more recently, Radulović (1998 Radulović ( , 2012 Radulović ( , 2013 . Section 3 considers the more general hypothesis that the underlying copula C belongs to some parametric copula family tC θ , θ P Θ Ă R p u. Given a sufficiently regular estimator p θ and its bootstrap counterpart p θ˚, we adjust our statistic (1.4) and its non-parametric bootstrap counterpart to obtain a consistent level α test (Theorem 4). Again, the result is established under very mild regularity conditions on the copula C θ and the estimators p θ and p θ˚. Incidentally, we introduce a new bootstrap procedure under composite null hypotheses, an alternative to the usual parametric bootstrap or the multiplier CLT.
Section 4 then reports a small numerical study where we show that, in complex but realistic situations, our test (1.4) is superior to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Cramér-von Mises tests. We also comment on a possible inadequacy in the way the copula GOF tests are commonly evaluated. Finally, the proofs are collected in Section 5. The appendix contains some technical results from Segers (2012) and Radulović (2012) and a description of the implementation of the proposed tests.
The Asymptotic Total Variation Test
Notations. Let H be the distribution function of the random vector X with marginals F 1 , . . . , F d . We will assume throughout the paper that H is continuous. Let pX 1 , . . . , X n q be independent copies of X. We denote the generalized inverse of a distribution function F by F´. For instance, Fj puq " inftx | F j pxq ě uu. The empirical counterparts of H and any F j are, respectively,
The copula function of X is Cpuq " HpF1 pu 1 q, . . . , Fd pu d qq, u " pu 1 , . . . , u d q P r0, 1s d , and its empirical estimate is C n puq " H n pFń ,1 pu 1 q, . . . , Fń ,d pu d qq. The empirical copula process Z n puq " ? npC n´C qpuq is already defined in (1.1). We define F n as the class of functions
with c k P t´1,`1u and disjoint boxes B k of the form
and observe that
where the supremum is taken over all disjoint boxes B 1 , . . . , B Ln of the unit square r0, 1s d . If L n " L for all n, then F n " F and Z n converges in 8 pFq to a Gaussian process under regularity conditions on C, see, for instance, Fermanian et al. (2004) and Segers (2012) . As a consequence of the continuous mapping theorem, T n trivially converges weakly as well. However, if L n Ñ 8, as n Ñ 8, this is no longer true as the process Z n does not converge weakly.
The main point of this paper is to show that, provided L n " plog nq γ for some 0 ă γ ă 1, the distribution of T n can be estimated by the bootstrap. The bootstrap counterparts of the above processes are defined as follows. Let the bootstrap sample pX1 , . . . , Xnq be obtained by sampling with replacement from X 1 ,. . ., X n . We write
for the empirical cdf based on the bootstrap, with marginals
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Assumptions. We will assume the following set of assumptions:
(C1) For any j " 1, . . . , d, for all u P r0, 1s d with 0 ă u j ă 1, the first-order partial derivative C j puq " BCpuq{Bu j exists and is of bounded variation (Hildebrandt, 1963 , e.g.). Moreover, it satisfies, for some r ą 0, β ě 0 and K ă 8,
for all u, v P r0, 1s d , 0 ă u j , v j ă 1. As in Segers (2013), we extend the domain of each C j to the whole r0, 1s
d by setting
Here e j is the jth coordinate vector in R d .
(C2) The number L n is of order plog nq γ for some 0 ă γ ă 1.
Remark. We know that continuity of the partial derivatives of C on p0, 1q d is required for weak convergence, see Fermanian et al. (2004) and Segers (2012) . The requirement that the partial derivatives are of bounded variation is natural since we compute the supremum of Z n over increasingly finer families of boxes in r0, 1s
d . The process Z n puq is asymptotically equivalent to α n puq´ř d j"1 C j puqα n,j pu j q with α n puq " ?
npH n´H qpuq and α n,j pu j q " ? npF n,j´F qpu j q (see Proposition 10).
Remark. The additional requirement (C1) is weaker than imposing a Hölder condition on the derivatives. Segers (2012) imposes a slightly stronger condition on the second-order partial derivatives of C (corresponding to r " 1) to obtain an almost sure representation of the empirical copula process.
Indeed, as a counterexample, consider the bivariate Archimedean copula C whose generator is given by ψ : p0, 1s Ñ R`, ψptq :" exppt´θq´e for some θ ą 0. This copula, see display (4.2.20) in Nelsen (2006) , is
for any u P r0, 1s 2 . It can be checked easily that, when u Ñ 0, the copula density
Therefore, C cannot fulfill Condition 4.1 in Segers (2012) . Nonetheless, by the mean value theorem and simple calculations, we can prove that
Since the same reasoning can be done with C 2 , our condition (C1) is fulfilled.
The second assumption (C2) allows for sub-logarithmic rate in the sample size for the number of boxes considered. In practice, even this fairly slow rate yields much better tests, see our simulations in Section 4. And we have not observed any significant differences empirically between choosing γ " 1 and γ closed to one.
Our first result states that the processes Z n and Zn are close in the bounded Lipschitz distance that characterizes weak convergence. Formally, we show that
is asymptotically negligible. Here E˚is the conditional expectation with respect to the bootstrap sample and the supremum in (2.5) is taken over BL 1 " BL 1 p 8 pF n qq, the class of all uniformly bounded, Lipschitz functionals h : 8 pF n q Ñ R with Lipschitz constant 1, that is,
and, for all x, y P 8 pF n q,
Theorem 1. Let Z n " tZ n pf q, f P F n u and Zn " tZnpf q, f P F n u with F n as defined in (2.1) above. Under conditions (C1) and (C2), we have
Corollary 2. Under conditions (C1) and (C2) and for any Lipschitz functional φ :
The supremum is taken over all uniformly bounded Lipschitz functions g : R Ñ R with sup x |gpxq| ď 1 and |gpxq´gpyq| ď |x´y|.
Corollary 2 follows directly from Theorem 1 since, for a fixed Lipschitz function φ, the set of compositions g˝φ above is a class of uniformly bounded Lipschitz functions (with the same Lipschitz constant). In particular, since the mapping φpXq " sup f PF n |Xpf q| is Lipschitz, Corollary 2 implies that we can approximate the distribution of the statistic T n by the conditional (bootstrap) distribution of
Corollary 3. Under conditions (C1) and (C2), we have
The supremum is taken over all uniformly bounded Lipschitz functions g : R Ñ R with sup x |gpxq| ď 1 and |gpxq´gpyq| ď |x´y| for all x, y P R.
Actually, T n and r T n are just two examples of many potentially useful asymptotic variation type statistics. We mention two other possible statistics: Dobrić and Schmid (2005) . Here, since the statistic as a function of Z n is Lipschitz on 8 pF n q, L n Ñ 8 is allowed. However, we suspect that the full power of Theorem 1 is not needed, since Radulović (2013) proved a result similar to Theorem 1 via a more direct approach, in the non-copula, i.i.d. setting under a weaker restriction on the partition size.
• Generalized Kuiper statistics. We start with the usual Kuiper statistics
where supremum is taken over all boxes B Ď r0, 1s d , and achieved at B 1 . Then we define recursively, given boxes B 1 , ..., B m with m ă L n ,
The supremum is taken over all boxes B that are disjoint with B 1 , . . . , B m , and we denote by B m`1 for the box at which supremum is achieved. The resulting sum ř Ln j"1 K j of statistics K j , based on disjoint boxes B j , is a Lipschitz functional of Z n and Corollary 2 applies to this statistics as well.
The performance and the actual implementation of these additional statistics will not be discussed here, but we will report on them elsewhere. This paper offers a numerical study only as a proof of principle and for this purpose we used the straightforward statistic r T n and optimization scheme (pure random search) to demonstrate the applicability of Theorem 1. Nevertheless, even this conservative approach resulted in a superior performance.
Remark. We may approximate the α-upper point of the statistic T n by that of the bootstrap counterpart Tn. Unlike the classical bootstrap situation that assumes a continuous limiting distribution function, the bootstrap quantile approximation can be used as follows. Let ε ą 0 be arbitrary (independent of n) and define the Lipschitz function g t,ε pxq " 1tx ď tu`t`ε´x ε 1tt ă x ď t`εu.
We have, for δ n :" sup h |ErhpT n qs´E˚rhpTnqs| with the supremum taken over all h P BL 1 , uniformly in t P R, P tT n ď tu " E˚rg t,ε pTnqs`E rg t,ε pT n qs´E˚rg t,ε pTnqs ď P˚tTn ď t`εu`δ n {ε, since g t,ε has Lipschitz constant 1{ε. A similar computation shows that P˚tTn ď t´εu´δ n {ε ď P tT n ď tu , so that, uniformly in t, and each ε ą 0
P˚tTn ď t´εu´δ n {ε ď P tT n ď tu ď P˚tTn ď t`εu`δ n {ε (2.11) and in the same way we may prove P tT n ď t´εu´δ n {ε ď P˚tTn ď tu ď P tT n ď t`εu`δ n {ε, (2.12) uniformly in t, and each ε ą 0. For instance, if t˚is the bootstrap 95% critical value of Tn, it is prudent to reject the null for values of T n larger than t˚`ε.
Remark. The test for H 0 : C " C 0 based on the critical regions tT n ą cu is consistent. Indeed, under the null, since T n ď L n sup B |Z n pBq|, we have L´1 n T n is bounded in probability, while under the alternative hypothesis, H A :
n|C 0 pBq´C 1 pBq|´|Z n pBq|, so that n´1 {2 T n ě 1 2 |C 0 pBq´C 1 pBq|, with probability tending to one, for any box B where C 0 and C 1 differ. Such a box exists under the alternative and the increasing sequence F n likely contains at least one such box for relatively small n. The improved power of our test statistic is confirmed in our simulation study.
Parametric hypothesis
In this section we consider the problem of testing if the underlying copula C belongs to a parametric family C :" tC θ , θ P Θu. That is, the null hypothesis states that C " C θ0 for some θ 0 P Θ. Here Θ Ă R p , equipped with the Euclidean norm }¨} 2 . Suppose that we have a consistent estimator
Replacing C 0 by C p θ in the definition of the test statistic T n , we consider the process
and its bootstrap version
based on the non-parametric bootstrap estimate p θ˚" p θpHnq, obtained after resampling with replacement from the original sample. Note that
The process ? npCn´C p θ˚q , while perhaps a natural candidate, does not yield a consistent estimate of the distribution of Y n . Indeed, the "distance" between Y n and the latter process will be of the imsart-generic ver. 2011/11/15 file: ATV.tex date: May 5, 2014 order of Zn, thus asymptotically tight. On the other hand, the distance between Y n and Yn will be of the same order of magnitude as the distance between Z n and Zn, that tends to zero (see the proof of Theorem 1).
We stress that our approach does not involve the parametric bootstrap, as studied by Genest and Rémillard (2008) , to estimate the limiting law of copula-based statistics. In other words, we calculate p θ˚after resampling from the empirical distribution H n , and not from the law given by the parametric copula C p θ .
We impose some regularity on our parameter estimate p θ.
(C3) There exists a ψ :
under the null hypothesis, with }ε n } 2 " o p pn´1 {2 {L n q and }εn} 2 " o p˚p n´1 {2 {L n q in probability.
Note that the estimators satisfying (C3) are closely related to the estimators in the class R of regular estimators, as defined by Genest and Rémillard (2008) .
Example (Estimators based on the inversion of Kendall's tau). As an example, we verify condition (C3) for estimators based on the inversion of Kendall's tau in the bivariate case (d " 2). Let θ " gpτ q for some twice differentiable function g and Kendall's τ :" 4ErC θ pU, V qs´1, with the expectation taken over pU, V q " C θ . Kendall's τ is estimated empirically by
Then U n :" p τ n`1 is a U-statistic of order 2 for the kernel h ppx 1 , y 1 q; px 2 , y 2" 2¨1tpy 2´y1 qpx 2´x1 q ą 0u.
The projection of U n´E rU n s onto the space of all statistics of the form ř n i"1 g i pX i , Y i q, for arbitrary measurable functions g i with Erg
By Hájek's projection principle,
From the proof of Theorem 12.3 in Van der Vaart (1998), due to Hoeffding (1948) ,
with ζ 1 " CovphpX, Y 1 q, hpX, Y 2for X independent of Y 1 and Y 2 , and with the same distribution as X 1 , and
Hence, if g is twice continuously differentiable in the neighborhood of τ , a limited expansion ensures thatθ :" gpp τ n q satisfies the first part of (C3). The second (bootstrap) part of (C3) follows from the same reasoning: We set p τn :" Un´1 with
is of order Op1{nq almost surely, using the same arguments as above, keeping in mind that the empirical counterparts of ζ 1 and ζ 2 are bounded everywhere. Moreover, for
The second term on the right is of order O p˚p 1{nq as its variance equals
by the reasoning in Freedman (1981, p.1202 ). This implies
Again, for a g that is twice continuously differentiable in the neighborhood of τ , a limited expansion ensures thatθ˚satisfies the second part of (C3).
Moreover, we need more regularity concerning θ Þ Ñ C θ itself.
imsart-generic ver. 2011/11/15 file: ATV.tex date: May 5, 2014 (C4) For every ps, tq P r0, 1s d , the function θ Þ Ñ C θ puq has continuous partial derivatives 9 C θ puq " pB{BθqC θ puq that satisfy a Hölder condition with Hölder exponent ν ą 0 locally: there exists a constant K ă 8 such that
for every θ in a neighborhood of θ 0 . Moreover, 9 C θ0 is of bounded variation.
The regularity condition (C4) is satisfied for most of standard copula families. Simple calculations show that it is the case for the Gaussian-, Clayton-and the Frank-copula families in particular. Although copula partial derivatives with respect to their arguments often exhibit discontinuities or non-existence near their boundaries, justifying conditions such as (C1) (see Segers, 2012) , the derivatives BC θ px, yq{Bθ with respect to the copula parameter θ behave a lot more regularly.
Theorem 4. Let Y n " tY n pf q, f P F n u and Yn " tYnpf q, f P F n u with F n in (2.1) as defined above. Assume that conditions (C1), (C2), (C3) and (C4) hold. Then, under the null hypothesis
This result implies that the distribution of the test statistic
can be "bootstrapped" by the distribution of
Corollary 5. Assume that conditions (C1), (C2), (C3) and (C4) hold. Then, under the null hypothesis
with the supremum taken over all Lipschitz functions g : R Ñ r´1, 1s with Lipschitz constant 1.
Often, (C3) can be replaced by (C3') There exists a ψ :
under the null hypothesis, with }ε n } 2 " o p pn´1 {2 {L n q and }εn} 2 " o p˚p n´1 {2 {L n q in probability. This is a consequence of the following result.
Proposition 6. Assume (C1) holds. Any estimator p θ satisfying (C3'), satisfies (C3).
Copula parameters are typically estimated through pseudo-observations or ranks, without any assumption on the marginal distributions. For this reason the copula estimators that satisfy (C3') are relevant. They are very closely related to the estimators in the class R 1 of Genest and Rémillard (2008) . In particular, the maximum pseudo-likelihood estimator, that maximizes the pseudo loglikelihood function ş log c θ dC n over θ P Θ, see, for instance, Genest et al. (1995) or Shih and Louis (1995), satisfies (C3') under suitable regularity conditions on the copula density c θ .
Since the bootstrapped copula process Yn is new, it is noteworthy to stress that it provides a valuable alternative to the usual parametric bootstrap. Now, assume L n " L is a constant, to retrieve the standard framework.
Corollary 7. Assume that conditions (C1), (C3) and (C4) hold. Then, the process tY n puq,
Applications and Numerical Studies
We present a limited numerical study, serving as a proof of principle rather than the final word on this subject. The evaluation of GOF tests in copula settings is a complex problem and only partial answers can be found in literature: see the surveys of Berg (2009) We have implemented r T n , a computationally simpler version of T n , see Appendix C for the algorithm. In the case of a composite null hypothesis, we have implemented a simplified version ofT n in the same way, by restricting the boxes B to be of the form B "
{d , 2n´1 {d , . . .u Ă r0, 1s. Since the distance between T n and r T n tends to zero in probability (as a result of Lemma 9 and Proposition 10 in Section 5), the weak convergence results are valid with r T n instead of T n orT n . Moreover, the reasoning to approximate p-values by bootstrap still applies.
Heuristics
For two copula densities c 0 and c 1 , we define the difference sets A`and A´as A`" tps, tq : c 0 ps, tq ą c 1 ps, tqu, and A´" tps, tq : c 0 ps, tq ă c 1 ps, tqu.
The proposed test statistics are designed to sample L n boxes in order to maximize the difference between the "true" and postulated copulas. In situations where the geometry of the difference sets A`and A´is complex, statistics such as r T n can "pick out" disjoint subregions of A`and A´, and one could expect superior performance consequently. However, sometimes just a single well placed box can pick essentially all the mass of sets A`or A´, while the remaining L n´1 boxes are just However, all these pairings produce trivial difference sets A`and A´, as revealed in the contour plots and 3D plots of c 0´c1 of Figure 1 . We see that nearly all the mass difference between copula densities c 0 and c 1 is concentrated in a single spot, located in either the lower left or upper right corner. Here Kendall's τ " 0.4, but we observed similar plots for different values of τ . Therefore, these common simulation scenarios are tailored towards many standard GOF tests such as KS and CvM tests. We are not aware of any argument that justifies such specific types of pairing, except for analytical tractability. Figures 2 and 3 , however, paint a very different scenario with more elaborate difference sets A`and A´that appear in real life situations. How often and to what extent this complex situation is encountered in reality is largely an open empirical issue.
In this study, the copula densities c 1 were estimated by kernel density estimators based on the following data:
• The bivariate ARCH -like process pX 1 , Y 1 q, . . . , pX n , Y n q, with n " 10 6 , was generated as follows: First, we created independent Z i " N p0, 1q and W i " Z i p1`0.6W 2 i´1 q 1{2 , with W 0 " 0. Second, we set pX i , Y i q :" pW 100i , W 100i`1 q, creating nearly independent couples (of strongly dependent observations). Such models are commonly used in empirical finance, for instance.
• The Mixture Copula data pX 1 , Y 1 q, . . . , pX n , Y n q, with n " 10 6 , are generated from the mixture c 1 ps, tq " 1 2 c F ps, tq`1 2 c F p1´s, tq for the Frank copula c F with Kendall's τ " 0.4. Therefore, this copula has asymmetrical features, contrary to most copulas that are tested in the literature. Obviously, other asymmetrical copulas could be built, following Liebscher (2008) for instance.
• The Euro-Dollar data pX 1 , Y 1 q, . . . , pX n , Y n q, with n " 1800, are quoted currency exchange values. X is the daily percentage change of the Euro against the US dollar, while Y corresponds to the daily change of the Canadian dollar against the US dollar.
• The Silver-Gold data pX 1 , Y 1 q, . . . , pX n , Y n q, with n " 5000, presents the log ratio of the average daily price of silver and gold futures respectively. For instance, X i " logpS i`1 {S i q based on the average price S i of silver in US dollars on day i.
We compared Mixture copula and ARCH with the independence copula, for which c 0 ps, tq " 1 (see Figure 2 ). In the case of real data (Euro-Dollar and Silver-Gold ), we choose the Frank copula density with parameters τ " 2.6 and τ " 3.4, respectively, for c 0 (see Figure 3) . The latter parameters were chosen after minimizing the (estimated) L 1 -distance between c 0 and c 1 . The difference sets are easily depicted by dark and bright sections of the contour plots, and the 3D plots clearly indicate that the mass difference between copula densities c 0 and c 1 is not concentrated in a single spot. Complex relation (synthetic data). Copula density differences, through contour plots and 3D plots: ARCH (left) and mixture copula (right), compared to the independence copula.
GOF tests in practice
We generated the data sets ARCH and Mixture Copula as described above. For each data set, we run two sets of simulations:
Complex relation (actual data). Copula density differences, through contour plots and 3D plots: Euro -Dollar (left) and Silver -Gold (right), compared to Frank copulas (with Kendall's tau equal to 2.6 and 3.4 respectively).
• (ARCH-S and Mixture-S) Test the simple null hypothesis C 0 ps, tq " st using the methodology of Section 2.
• (ARCH-C and Mixture-C) Test the composite null hypothesis that C 0 is a Frank copula using the procedure described in Section 3.
In both cases, the null hypothesis is wrong and should be rejected.
In our simulations, the number of boxes is L n " X ln 0.95 pnq \´2 . We approximated the p-values of all the statistics we consider via the bootstrap procedures introduced in sections 2 and 3. For each approximation, we used 1,000 bootstrap samples. For the second set of simulations (ARCH-C and Mixture-C), we computed the parameters p θ and p θ˚by the usual pseudo-maximum likelihood procedure. Each procedure is repeated 100 times. We report the percentage of times that the computed p-value is below α " 0.05.
Our limited numerical study confirms the above assessment. Table 1 shows that the ATV test outperforms largely the KS and CvM tests in the case of complex pairing, while Table 2 confirms that the ATV test is inferior in case of the commonly used pairings of Figure 1 . In Table 2 , for each pair of copulas, say Clayton -Frank, we generated n observations from the first copula (Clayton), and we tested the null hypothesis that the second copula (Frank) is the true underlying copula. In this simple scenario, the sophistication of T n is a disadvantage compared to simpler usual test statistics. The former test looks for discrepancies everywhere in the unit hypercube (at the price of noise), while the simpler KS and CvM tests pick up easily the right boxes (by chance, in our opinion). Table 3 shows that the significance level of the ATV test is below 0.05. The data were simulated from the null hypothesis. In all tables, Kendall's τ " 0.4.
Proofs
Throughout the proofs, we assume without loss of generality that F j " I for every j " 1, . . . , d (uniform marginal distributions). This implies that H " C. This is justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let F j , j " 1, . . . , d be continuous distribution functions. Denote byH the cdf of pF 1 pX 1 q, . . . , F d pX dand byC its associated copula. The empirical copula associated to the sample pF 1 pX i1 q, . . . , F d pX id qq, i " 1, . . . , n, is denoted byC n . We have Cpuq "Cpuq "Hpuq for all u P r0, 1s
d . Moreover,
Proof. This is a straightforward extension of Lemma 1 in Fermanian et al. (2004) .
Since the letter C is reserved for the copula function, we use the letters K, K 0 , K 1 , etc. in the sequel to denote generic constants, and we write }s} 8 " max 1ďjďd |s j | of s " ps 1 , . . . , s d q P r0, 1s d .
Proof of preliminary results
In general, note that, for each f P F n defined in (2.1), we can write
and Znpf q "
for some σ l P t´1,`1u and s l P r0, 1s d , using formula (1.5). Let α n puq :" ? npH n´H qpuq " ? npH n puq´uq be the ordinary uniform empirical process in r0, 1s d , and let its oscillation modulus be defined as M n pδq :" sup ˇˇα n psq´α n ps 1 qˇˇ:
for any δ ą 0.
Lemma 9. Let pδ n q ně0 be a sequence of positive real numbers such that nδ n { log n Ñ 8. Then, we have M n pδ n q " Opδ 1{2 n plog nq 1{2 q almost surely.
Proof. We apply Proposition 14 with λ n " K 0 δ 1{2 n plog nq 1{2 for some constant K 0 ą 0. Since n´1 {2 λ n {δ n " K 0 plog n{pnδ n1{2 tends to zero, this inequality can be rewritten
for some constants K 1 , K 2 and n sufficiently large. When K 0 is sufficiently large, we check that
for some constant K 3 . Invoke the Borel-Cantelli Lemma to conclude the proof.
In addition, let α n,j puq " ? npF n,j´Fj qpuq " ? npF n,j puq´uq be the ordinary uniform (marginal) empirical process in r0, 1s, and we define r Z n psq " α n psq´d ÿ j"1 C j psqα n,j ps j q. rhpZ n qs´Erhp r Z n qsˇˇ" 0.
Proof. First, we observe that
The latter inequality holds for any δ ą 0, and uses the fact that |h| is bounded by 1 and has Lipschitz constant 1. It remains to show that sup f PF n |Z n pf q´r Z n pf q| Ñ 0, in probability, as n Ñ 8. The remainder of the proof generalizes Proposition 4.2 of Segers (2012). Now, we note that
C j psqα n,j ps j qˇˇˇˇ.
The first term, I, can be bounded as follows. Set β n,j psq " ? npFń ,j s´sq, j " 1, . . . , d. By the Chung-Smirnov LIL, we have max 1ďjďd sup 0ďsď1 |β n,j psq| " Opplog log nq 1{2 q almost surely.
Using Lemma 9 with δ " n´1 {2 plog log nq 1{2 , we get sup }s´s 1 }8ăδˇα n psq´α n ps 1 qˇˇ" Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q, almost surely. This implies that I " Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q, almost surely.
For the second term, we get by the mean value theorem that |β n,j psq`α n,j ps j q| " Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q almost surely.
Then, IIa " Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q almost surely.
Concerning IIb, we consider a positive sequence pε n q, ε n Ñ 0, that will be specified later independently of any s " ps 1 , . . . , s d q P r0, 1s
d . For any index j " 1, . . . , d and any s P r0, 1s d , we will distinguish the two cases: s j P rε n , 1´ε n s and the opposite.
If s j P rε n , 1´ε n s then
and 1´s nj ě p1´s j qˆ1´|
almost surely and for n sufficiently large, for all ε n Ñ 0 and nε
{2 α n,j ps j q| ď Kplog nq 1{2 log log n, almost surely, for some constant K ą 0. In this case, using condition (C1), we deduce, |C j ps n q´C j psq| |α n,j ps j q| ď K 0 }s n´s } r ! s´β j p1´s j q´β`s´β nj p1´s nj q´β
, 1qplog nq 1{2 log log n, almost surely, for some constants K 0 , K 1 , K 2 ą 0 and every j.
If s j R rε n , 1´ε n s then |C j ps n q´C j psq| |α n,j ps j q| ď 2|α n,j ps j q| ď 2ε
{2 |α n,j ps j q| ď Kε
1{2
n plog nq 1{2 log log n almost surely, see Corollary 2 in Mason (1981) .
Combining all these bounds entails then
with K 3 ą 0. We now specify the choice of ε n " n´p, with p depending on β and r only. If 2β ą 2r`1, we take 0 ă p ă r{p2β´1q. If β ă 1{2, set p " 1{4. Otherwise, take p " minp1{4, r{p4β´2qq, for instance. In each case, these choices ensure that IIb " Opn´qq almost surely, for some q ą 0.
Since L n " Oplog nq by assumption (C2), we obtain L n pI`IIq Ñ 0 almost surely, as n Ñ 8, and the proof is complete.
Next, we turn our attention to the bootstrap counterparts. We define αnpsq " ? npHn´H n qpsq as the ordinary bootstrap empirical process in r0, 1s
d . We prove the following exponential inequality for the oscillation modulus
Mnpδq " sup
Lemma 11. For all bounded sequences δ n such that nδ n { logpnq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8,
Note that the sequence pδ n q may be constant.
Proof. Since αn is a step function, we find that sup }s´s 1 }8ăδn
with the maximum taken over all
as a sum of bounded independent random variables with
. . , du, conditionally on the sample pX 1 , . . . , X n q. Moreover, a simple calculation and Lemma 9 yield
for n large enough, for almost all realizations and for some constant K ą 0. Hence, by the union bound and Bernstein's exponential inequality for bounded random variables, we have, for some constant
for all samples pX 1 , . . . , X n q. By integrating the previous inequality over P, we get the same inequality, but replacing P˚by P. Set x " K 1 δ 1{2 n plog nq 1{2 and take a constant K 1 sufficiently large to obtain`8
Apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma to conclude the proof.
Analogous to the approximation of the process Z n by r Z n before, we introduce a simpler process r Zn to approximate Zn. Set Proof. First, we notice that, for any η ą 0,
Some straightforward adding and subtracting yields Znpsq "Znpsq`Rnpsq with Let αn ,j psq " ? npFn ,j´F n,j qpsq and βn ,j psq " ? npF´n ,j´Fń,j qpsq be the bootstrap versions of the empirical processes α n,j psq and β n,j psq, respectively. Both converge to the same weak limit as sup 0ďsj ď1 |βn ,j ps j q`αn ,j ps j q| " Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q almost surely, see displays (2.10') and (2.12') in Theorem 2.1 of Csörgó and Mason (1989) . It remains to show that P˚tL n sup s |Rnpsq| ą ηu Ñ 0 for all η ą 0, conditionally given all sequences pX 1 , . . . , X n q P Ω n for some sequence of events Ω n Ă R dˆn with lim nÑ8 PpΩ n q " 1. P˚tL n Mnpδ n q ě ηu " 0, by Lemma 11. On the event L n M n pδ n q ă η (that holds almost surely by Lemma 9), we have lim sup
by the weak convergence of βn ,j . Finally, for some sj between F´n ,j ps j q and Fń ,j ps j q, and s˚j between Fn ,j ps j q and F n,j ps j q, we have |Rn ,4 psq| "ˇˇˇˇd ÿ j"1 tC j psj qβn ,j ps j q`C j ps˚j qαn ,j ps j qˇˇˇď
|αn ,j ps j q||C j psj q´C j ps˚j q|.
The first term is of order Opn´1 {4 plog nq 1{2 plog log nq 1{4 q, uniformly in s j . For the second term, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 10. First, we observe that |s˚j´sj | ď |sj´s j |`|s˚j´s j | is of order O p˚p n´1 {2 q. Second, since the class 1tx ď tut´bp1´tq´b is a P -Donsker class for the uniform probability measure P on r0, 1s, for all 0 ď b ă 1{2, see Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) {2 maxp1, ε b´β n qq. Taking ε n " n´p with p depending on b, β and r, we get that lim nÑ8 P˚tL n sup s |Rn ,4 psq| ě ηu " 0 for all η ą 0, conditionally on all sequences pX 1 , . . . , X n q P Ω n for some sequence of events Ω n with lim n PpΩ n q " 1. This completes our proof.
Proof of Theorem 1
By triangle inequality, we have,
In view of Proposition 10 and Proposition 12, it remains to show that the second term on the right is asymptotically negligible. We recall that r Z n pf q "
and we can derive in the same way
We now apply Theorem 3 in Radulović (2012), stated as Theorem 13 in the appendix for convenience. We need to verify that
have VC-indices V a k and V pjq k , respectively, with
k q ď Kplog nq γ for some finite constant K and some 0 ă γ ă 1.
• the class H n " th f : f P F n u has an envelope Hpxq with ErH 4 pXqs ă 8. 
It remains to verify the envelope condition. We will show that h f pxq has envelope 1`dř
we see that
for c k "˘1 and the operation φpB k q defined in (1.5) for any function φ : R d Ñ R. Furthermore, writing 
Let A mpxq P Π with x P A mpxq and s 
since the boxes A m P Π and therefore A m,´j are disjoint. We have shown that the class H n has envelope 1`d`ř d j"1 T V pC j q. We can now apply Theorem 13 to conclude that
and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 4
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. We write p C " C p θ and p C˚" C p θ˚. Recall that
We may replace Z n by r Z n with impunity since
for every δ ą 0, as in the proof of Proposition 10. Next, by the mean value theorem and assumptions (C3) and (C4), we have
for someθ between p θ and θ 0 "ˆż ψ dα n`n 1{2 ε n˙1 9 C θ0 psq`?np p θ´θ 0 q 1 t 9 Cθpsq´9 C θ0 psqu "ˆż ψ dα n˙1 9 C θ0 psq`R n psq for some remainder term R n that satisfies |R n psq| ď n 1{2 }ε n } 2 } 9 C θ0 psq} 2`K n 1{2 } p θ´θ 0 } Note that r Y n pf q "
C j ps k q1tx ď s k,j u´pψpxqq 1 9 C θ0 ps k q.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, it remains to verify the two conditions of Theorem 13. Since the only difference with the proof of Theorem 1 is the addition of the term pψpxqq 1 9 C θ0 ps k q, we concentrate on the class of functions pψpxqq 1 9 C θ0 ps k q. Since it is a subclass of c 1 ψpxq with c P R p , its VC dimension trivially is equal to p. Moreover, it is not hard to see from the proof of Theorem 1 thaťˇˇˇˇˇ2
T V pC j q`}ψpxq}T V p 9 C θ0 q.
Since Er}ψpXq} 
Proof of Proposition 6
From the proofs of Proposition 10 and Proposition 12, we see that sup uPr0,1s d |Z n puq´r Z n puq| " O p`n´µ˘a nd sup uPr0,1s d
|Znpuq´r Znpuq| " O p˚`n´µ˘, almost surely, for some µ ą 0. The result follows after integration by parts.
Proof of Corollary 7
By the delta-method, t r Y n psq, s P r0, 1s d u converges towards a Gaussian process in 8 pr0, 1s d q. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that lim sup nÑ8 sup hPBL1 |ErhpY n q´hp r Y n qs| " 0. Hence, the process Y n converges weakly to the same weak limit as r Y n . This proves the first claim. The second part of the Corollary is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 4 and the triangle inequality.
Appendix A
Let X 1 , . . . , X n be independent random variables with probability measure P . Let P n be the empirical probability measure, putting mass 1{n at each observation, and let Pn be the nonparametric bootstrap measure based on n independent observations from P n . We index the empirical process ?
npP n´P q and its bootstrap counterpart ? npPn´P n q by functions f that belong to a sequence of classes F n . Proof. See Theorem 3 in Radulović (2012).
Appendix B
Set M n pδq as in (5.1) for δ ě 0, and define ψpxq " 2x´2tp1`xq logp1`xq´xu, x P p´1, 0q Y p0, 8q
and ψp´1q " 2 and ψp0q " 1. This function is continuous and decreasing. for all a P p0, 1{2s and all λ P r0, 8q.
Proof. See Proposition A.1 of Segers (2012).
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